
COMPLEMENTARY PRODUCTS

CONTINUITY TESTER

WATER & GASOLINE PASTE
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Lind’s continuity tester allows you to test whether your equipment has been properly bonded or 
grounded.  Once the bonding or grounding assembly has been attached between two objects, 
you need only attach the alligator clip from continuity tester to a metal surface at one end of
the connection (e.g. safety can) and then touch the probe from continuity tester to clean metal 
surface at the other end of the connection (e.g. storage drum).  The light will come on if there is 
good continuity between the two objects, indicating that bonding or grounding has been
established.  Light will not come on if there is over 10 ohms resistance.

Water level indicating paste shows exactly how much water is present in your fuel storage tank,
enabling you to pump out the precise amount from the tank.  If the paste colour does not change,
you can feel confident that no water is present in your tank.

Modified water paste has been designed for use in methanol and ethanol enriched fuels, including
those with DEGMME fuel system icing inhibitors (FSII).  Alcohols are soluble in fuels in all proportions
when they are water free but relatively small amounts of water can cause separation of alcohol
from the fuel.  The mixture settling to the bottom of the storage tank is predominately alcohol and
cannot be detected by normal water detection paste.

Gasoline level indicator paste ensures a highly accurate reading when gauging gasoline storage
tanks.  Simply spread a thin coating on a tape or gauge rod where liquid is likely to appear before
lowering it into a tank.  A sharp line of demarcation at the product interface is instantly shown.
Works with gasoline, diesel, naptho, kerosene, gas oil, crude oil, jet fuels, and other hydrocarbons.

F10XCT-5P
+  Continuity Tester, requires 2 “D” cells.
+  Comes with 5’ of heavy rubber insulated black and red test leads (10’ total spread).

PART NO. DESCRIPTION COLOUR CHANGE PACKAGE
LEMW
LEKW

McCabe Water Paste Green to Red 3 oz. jar

Kolor Kut Water Paste Golden Brown to Red 3 oz. tube

LEKG Kolor Kut Gas Paste Light Pink to Red 2.25 oz. jar

LEKMW Kolor Kut Modified
Water Paste for regular
and oxygenated fuels
(Methanol, Ethanol,
MTBE, Ether, etc.)

Varies depending upon
fuel; see literature
enclosed with product

2.5 oz. tube


